FROM: CORRAL PLACE AREA COMMUNITY MEMBERS

TO: CITY OF RAPID CITY
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
DIVISION OF CURRENT PLANNING
300 SIXTH STREET
RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA 57701-5035

DATE: 14 JUNE 2016

SUBJECT: PROPOSED CHANGES FOR THE PROPERTY AT 4120 CORRAL PLACE, RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA

CASE NO. 16UR014

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
LOT 8 OF BLOCK 2 OF WESTVIEW ESTATES, LOCATED IN SECTION 21, T1N, R7E, BHM, RAPID CITY, PENNINGTON COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA

A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW AN OVERSIZED GARAGE.

ON THURSDAY, 09 JUNE 2016, THE RAPID CITY PLANNING COMMISSION ADDRESSED THE REQUEST FOR THE CASE LISTED ABOVE. THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDED TO APPROVE THE PERMIT, AND TO ALLOW THE STRUCTURE TO BE BUILT.

THEREFORE, AT THIS TIME, WE MUST FILE THIS APPEAL, AND ASK THAT THE CASE BE HEARD BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF RAPID CITY.

THANK YOU,
CORRAL PLACE AREA COMMUNITY MEMBERS

- REPRESENTATIVE ERICKSON (4130 CORRAL PLACE, RAPID CITY, SD):

  [Signature]

- REPRESENTATIVE STRISSEL (4160 CORRAL, DRIVE, RAPID CITY, SD):

  [Signature]

CONTACT COMMUNITY MEMBERS’ REPRESENTATIVE BY PHONE AT 605-390-5265

RECEIVED
JUN 15 2016
RAPID CITY COMMUNITY PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES